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The Calculation of Reserves by Means of Samples 
By Ernst Zwinggi, Basle 

1. The methods which are used nowadays in life insurance valuation are 
without exception based on the assumption that the necessary valuation con
stants for each individual insurance are available on valuation cards. Besides 
the sum insured and premium the special constants required by the method 
employed (Lidstone''s, Karup's, etc.) must be entered individually on the cards. 
Although the whole portfolio of insurances must be kept in force with due exacti
tude, the question arises whether it would not be sufficient to obtain the valua
tion constants (though not the sum insured and premium) by means of samples* 
This problem has scarcely been broached K 

The following considerations on the calculation of reserves by means of 
samples are not intended to be the final answer to the problem posed 2 but merely 
an indication how one may answer the question. Even from this it is already 
possible to draw certain conclusions about the utility of this short method of 
valuation. 

2. We will consider one of the numerous well-known group methods of 
obtaining the valuation reserve either exactly or approximately. We assume 
that a portfolio of insurances of similar type are grouped according to outstand
ing term 3. 

Let x be the valuation age at entry in respect of an individual endowment 
insurance of term n, r the curtate duration of the policy at the time of the reserve 
calculation4, S the sum insured, and rV^ the level net premium reserve (policy 
value) for a unit sum insured. The reserve for an individual policy is thus 
S-tV*\. 

1 We know of only two articles on this subject : G. C. Campbell, Problems with Sampling 
procedures for Reserve Valuations. Journal of the American Statistical Association, Vol. 43, 
1948, p. 413—427; E. Zwinggi, Calcolo retrospettivo della riserva mediante prove. Congresso 
Nazionale 1948 dell' Unione Matematica Italiana (in course of publication). 

2 At present a dissertation on this subject is being prepared at the University of Basle. 
3 The parallel to this procedure is grouping according, to duration in force (the so-called 

t-method: see E, Zwinggi, Versicherungsmathematik (Basle 1945, p. 103). We have discussed in 
the article already cited the possibility of fixing the « central age » necessary in the application of 
this method by means of sampling. It suffices here to state that very few samples of a relatively 
small number of insurances are sufficient to obtain the total reserve with a completely satis
factory degree of accuracy. 

4 In practice the policy year is assumed to commence in the middle of the financial year 
and the valuation reserve is calculated as the mean of the reserves at durations T and T + 1. 
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In our investigation we consider the reserve for unit sum insured rather 
than the reserve for a sum insured of S; consequently all insurances have equal 
weight. In practice we must either extract insurances with very large sums 
insured and deal with them separately or limit our results to portfolios of insur
ances the sums insured of which do not differ greatly among themselves, for 
example to a portfolio of industrial insurances 1. On the other hand, the choice 
of the reserve based on unit sum insured is labour saving since these values have 
been tabulated; furthermore, there exists the slight danger that a policy with 
a large sum insured might appear in the sample and give a false picture of the 
structure of the whole portfolio. 

3. From the group of policies with the same outstanding terms, we draw 
a large number of samples; each sample contains i f policies. In each sample 
we determine the reserve r Vx-^ (per unit sum insured) in respect of every policy 
included and examine the frequency distribution of the means of the T V^ (that 
is to say, we investigate not the frequency distribution of the means of the re
serves for the actual sums insured, but the distribution of the means of the 
reserves per unit sum insured.) 

In this distribution let u® = —— be the mean reserve observed for the 
H 

i th sample. If the ju® are normally distributed the mean 

ftv = A* 

N 

i = l 

N 

of the iV samples, is also normally distributed. The variance of the mean JU' is 

o^, = —— where a? indicates the variance of each of the u^ measured about the 
* N " 

mean fi of the /jfiK 
In order for this to hold, we must first show that the JU^ are normally 

distributed subject to the additional requirement that H the number of insur
ances in each sample is as small as possible. If a sample has to include a large 
number of policies in order for the [i® to be normally distributed, the whole 
advantage of the proposed method vanishes. 

1 In the case of the portfolio investigated in numerical detail below we have, for example, 

Mean reserve • 
_ , _ with the sums insured . . . , 
End of year ^ ^ w e i g h t 8 without weights 

5 0,19 697 0,19 727 
10 0,42 449 0,42 520 
15 0,68 815 0,68 920 

The deviation from truth as a result of neglect of weights is on the average about l ,6°/0 0 , 
that is to say of no practical importance. 

* On the basis of the SM 1921/30 mortality table at an interest rate of 2 % % . 

25 
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The test whether a frequency distribution is «normal» can be effected by 
wellknown methods K Denoting the frequency by fx and writing 

the successive moments about the mean are given by 

o2 — s2 » 
n 

71 Tt'2 

à4 _ s4 1 —. 
n n2 na 

We then have to calculate 

nSz 

n n—1 (n—1) (n — 2) 

^ n ( n + l ) S 4 — 3 ( i . - l ) f f 
4 ~ (» — 1) (»— 2)(n— 3) ' 

&3 2 6TI (n — 1) 

S l W f ' *ft ( n - 2 ) ( i t + ! ) ( » + 3 ) 

fc4 24n(n—1) 2 

r.2 * «2 k\ *2 (n— 3)(n — 2) (» + 3) (n + 5) 

Tests for «normal» symmetry and kurtosis are to be based on the 2% 

limits of improbability so that tx = — < 2,33 and t2 = — < 2,33. 
gi g* 

4. Given the possibility of deciding whether the normal distribution is valid 
for a specified number of policies H we can then indicate what deviations are to 
be expected when the number of samples drawn is limited to a specified number N. 
Assuming that the 2% limit also furnishes sufficient security in the choice of 
the number of samples required, the range of variability of /*' in relation to N 

is given by + 2,33 a..r = + 2,33 ———. The reserve per unit sum insured 

determined as the mean of N sample means thus moves between the limits 
fi — 2,33 oy and ju + 2,33 oy. The limits of error are fixed in this manner 
when, for the whole groupe of policies, the reserve is calculated as the product 
of the total sum insured in force and the mean reserve, fi'. 

1 E. g. R. A. Fisher, Statistical Methods for Research Workers. Tenth Edition, London 
1946. G. W. Snedecor, Statistical Methods, Applied to Experiments in Agriculture and Biology. 
Fourth Edition, Ames, Iowa, 1946. 
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5. The quantities H and N can be fixed only by experiment. In order to 
obtain an idea of the utility of the method described, we used a group of 8000 
industrial branch endowment insurances issued in 1947 for a term of 20 years. 
The years of issue and expiry are thus the same for each of the policies considered. 
The sums insured vary between 400 and 6000 Swiss francs. We formed 3 sets 
of samples by partitioning this group of policies 1; each sample contains 20, 40 
or 80 policies and the corresponding sets of 400, 200 and 100 samples were broken 
down to show the results for sub-sets of 100 samples each. After the partitions 
were complete the mean reserve ju® in respect of each sample was calculated 
for T = 5, T = 10 and r = 15 and each sub-set tested for normality. The results 
are contained in the following table 1. 

Table 1 : Distribution of 100 samples 
Reserves calculated on the basis of SM 1921/30 mortality table 

and an interest rate of 2%%. 

Duration * 

T 

5 

10 

15 
*2 

Number of policies in each sample 

tf = 20 

S u b - s e t 

I 

1,39 
— 0,41 

1,66 
— 0,86 

— 1,59 
— 0,54 

II 

— 0,12 
— 1,06 

— 1,24 
— 0,43 

— 1,78 
— 0,26 

in 

1.14 
0,95 

— 0,02 
1,00 

— 2,55 
1,97 

IV 

3,32 
1,82 

— 0,25 
— 0,66 

— 1,70 
— 0,91 

* In view of the fact that the reserve calculations are 
pation, the portfolio considered remains the same for T = 

H = 40 

S u b - s e t 

I | II 

0,16 
0,64 

1,41 
3,22 

— 0,20 
1,47 

2,03 
2,61 

1,21 
0,29 

— 1,64 
0,22 

H = 80 

0,78 
1,38 

— 0,09 
0,83 

— 1,81 
0,61 

made, as it were, in antici-
5, T = 10 and T = 15. 

In determining the confidence limits, we rely on the distribution with the 
largest number of policies, viz. H = 80. We obtain the following results (tables 2 
and 3) : 

Table 2: Mean reserve and standard deviation 

X 

5 
10 
15 

Mean reserve 

0,19 727 
0,42 520 
0,68 920 

Standard deviation 

v 
0,000 193 
0,000 360 
0,000 620 

2,33 Opt 

0,000 450 
0,000 839 
0,001 445 

1 This procedure differs from that already described in that owing to the complete ex
haustion of the group by the sampling process the jui1) are no longer completely independent; 
however, the practical conclusions drawn are not influenced thereby. 
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Table 3: Confidence limits 

N 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

T = 5 

fx + 2 , 3 3 c y 

0,19 772 
19 759 
19 753 
19 750 
19 747 

fi—2,33a,,/ 

0,19 682 
19 695 
19 701 
19 704 
19 707 

T = 10 

ft + 2 ,33a^ 

0,42 604 
42 579 
42 568 
42 562 
42 558 

/*-2,33oy 

0,42 436 
42 461 
42 472 
42 478 
42 482 

x = 15 

H + 2,33ff^/ 

0,69 064 
69 022 
69 003 
68 992 
68 984 

p-2,33oy 

0,68 776 
68 818 
68 837 
68 848 
68 856 

Deviation about ft in 0/QQ 

x = 5 

2,28 
1,62 
1,32 
1,17 
1,01 

x = 10 

1,98 
1,39 
1,13 
0,99 
0,89 

T = 15 

2,09 
1,48 
1,20 
1,04 
0,93 

6. Although it is not the aim of our investigation to lay down instructions 
for the application of sampling methods, we draw some conclusions from the 
preceding calculations which may be of use in practice. With two samples the 
deviation in 98 °/0 of all cases does not exceed + 1,62 °/00, + 1,39 °/00 or + 1,48 °/00, 
respectively. The precision is not greatly increased by using a larger number of 
samples; by doubling the number of samples, for example, the maximum error 
is still 72°/0, 71°/0 or 70°/0, respectively, of the error pertaining to 2 samples. 
It is also to be remembered that the type of reserve calculation described essen
tially involves an error of about 1,60I00; it would be contradictory on the one 
hand to increase the precision by means of a large number of samples, and on 
the other hand to admit a larger error by the very use of the method itself. 

In conclusion we have to consider in what direction a further examination 
of sampling methods should go. Our example assumes a grouping of policies 
according to year of issue and year of expiry; the estimates of reserves from 
samples were made only from a group of policies with simultaneous issue and 
termination years. In order to proceed logically we should subdivide the port
folio only according to co-terminous dates of expiry and not also according to 
the same year of issue (the sample would then contain insurances with different 
years of issue), or, as last step, renounce each grouping of the portfolio. However, 
we do not propose to attempt such an analysis since we think it is scarcely feasible 
to carry out sampling which would sufficiently closely reproduce the structure 
of the whole portfolio according to years of issue, years of expiry and durations in 
force. 


